The paper examines the audience's response in consuming of religious representation in three Indonesian contemporary films: Ayat-Ayat Cinta (Verses of Love), 3 Doa 3 Cinta (3 Wishes 3 Loves), and Perempuan Berkalung Sorban (Woman with a Scarf Around her Neck). By examining the audience's response in media, particularly through electronic delivery, the paper shows that the public dispute of the Islam representation in this film serves as communication media of religious dialogue. The examination of audience's response on those three films illuminates the various impacts of Islamic film label embedded in their cinematic representation. Islamic film can be a profitable trademark since it gives more reasons to attract audience than entertainment motive does. Representation of religion analogue to religious teaching and practice creates religious film as media for religious dialogue between people, state, the faith communities, and film makers.
Introduction
One day in February 2008, I was sitting in the lobby of a large classic cinema in Jakarta with hundreds of people waiting for a film to play: Ayat-Ayat Cinta. We had to wait for the next show because we could not get tickets yet. Perhaps, it sounds like an average day at the cinema, but for me, having watched films in that cinema before, something seemed binary opposition to sacred public spaces such as mosques.
The penetration of a "sacred" element into a profane sector has impacted the dispute over public spaces at a time when the state is losing the kind of control it had exercised in the pre-reformation era (i.e., during Soeharto 's New Order regime). As described in the study by Salam and Budiyanto (2005) , the study on Islamic songs (nasyid) and television drama trends, Muslims have a new attitude toward public spaces because of their disappointment to the New Order administration. Counterculture ideology discourses have also been provoked by the impact of global issues, such as 9/11, even though the willingness to fight "the infidel Western" powers is not a new phenomenon but was already evident in the colonial era.
Nevertheless, the cultural struggle of Muslim within popular culture arena does not mean Islam versus non-Islam or Islam versus West since
Muslim is not a single entity, "Contemporary Islam is marked by plurality, a multi-centered political orientation, and a fierce ideological battle for dominance in the nation (Heryanto 2008, 20) . What is more, despite its religious identity politics, economic motif cannot be overlooked regardless their effectiveness as missionary means. Looking at a phenomenon of popular culture in broader context beyond its close reading is a requirement to assess its production and consumption satisfactorily, as Heryanto (2008, 4) advised. In line with Heryanto, Bruner (Heider 1994, 164) the Southeast Asian community achieves existence by defining its own identity through cultural products and representation. Indonesian films are described as a part of third world cinema in Fredric Jameson's theory of "national allegory". Zhang (1994, 30) 
Ayat-Ayat Cinta
In spite of its long trajectory, Indonesian Islamic film first came to public attention through the phenomenon of Ayat-Ayat Cinta. This Indonesian blockbuster film is based on the best-selling novel written by Habiburrahman El Shirazy, who was born in Semarang, Java in 1976 but was an alumnus of the renowned university Al-Azhar, Cairo, Egypt. The meaning of the film as a missionary (dakwah) medium for people is proved through the people's attention to the persona (actor) and the performance (acting) arrangement since "who is talking what" and "how to" deliver the message are very important considerations in dakwah.
Moreover, Islam also has strict behavioral guidelines particularly with regard to gender relationship and related symbolism.
Most people view that AAC is a way of preaching through film.
There is nothing wrong with it. I would say that I do not agree with the view. If it is a way of preaching, the message should be pure. The scene as you can see in electronic cinema or sluttish film should be omitted because they are not mahram (Immediate/close relative).
In my opinion, the cast of the pure religious film for preaching should be ikhwan and akhwat (Man or woman who committed to Islam). And intimate scene should be thrown away. If the cast is easy, the film will be low in quality. In film they said, to have a boy or girlfriend is prohibited, but outside the screen, they act conflicted with their saying.
( h t t p : / / t r a n s l a t e . g o o g l e . c o .
The religious sentiment provoked the similar reactions expressed even though she has not watch the film.
Up to now I have not read that novel or the film. I bought it, but I gave it as present to someone else, he… he… For the film, it seems that the aim and the content are already good. Presenting an Islamic love drama, I hope the Indonesian young generations will have the awareness in their social intercourse. However, the unIslamic scene such as holding hand should be unrepresented. Even though in the film they are marriage, in real world they are mahram. Thus, this kind of the scene should be omitted, not censored the scene which causes the value of preaching (translate.google.co.id, April 15, 2010).
Beside the objection to the cast and the acting which are seen as contrast to syariah, the more resistance is directed to the storyline and its gap with the spirit of dakwah. Conjunct with the characteristic differentiation between film and novel, director made some adaptations, particularly the story. In fact, the adaptation is made not merely for translating written text into screenplay, but also serving as the ideology expression of the director which might be different from the novel. The adaption can be interpreted as an attempt to reduce the image of Islamic conquers towards others.
This way, the image of Islam as an inclusive religion is promoted. As a missionary novel, Ayat-Ayat Cinta tends to have the spirit of Islam as "a single truth", exclusive. Nevertheless, the targeted audience of the film is larger than the novel because the cost of the film production is much more than the novel publication. Therefore, even though it is a religious film, the producer tries to gain as much as possible of audience so that the massage of the film cannot be too narrow. This factor then combined with pluralistic fact of Indonesian society. Latifah
One of the significant reductions in the film is the explicit image of some non-Muslims who convert to Islam. In the novel, the author described obviously how Alicia, an American journalist who was helped by Despite the negative response regarding to misrepresentation of syariah, fiqh, and tauhid, the film is also considered successful in representing the value of Islam related to family law and the conduct of man and woman relationship. Unlike the issue of religious convert, the director has the courage to present the polemic issue on polygamy and taaruf, which is still uncommon practice in Indonesia. In a way, the film can be interpreted as a counter global stereotype on polygamy which considered it as a patriarchal implementation. The film elucidates that polygamy also has religious motif, not only a result of male sexual driven. "…not all of the elements of the film is not correct. There are also the truthful aspects, such as polygamy and the rules of ta'aruf, 1 about patience and sincerity"
(gaulislam.com, April 15, 2010). The film has convinced the audience that in a marriage with ta'aruf and polygamy, the primarily base of man and woman relationship is sincerity to worship God; a realization of piety by accepting God's command.
Nonetheless, the director seems to anticipate the bigger polemic by expanding the story about polygamy to give deeper illustration about the impact of polygamy. In the novel, the dilemma of polygamy is just finished by extinguishing Maria, the second wife. This easy way out lessens the quality of novel since it is considered as deux at machina. In the film, even though at last Maria passed away as told in the novel, the story is lengthened. Maria experienced a longer polygamy life before she passed away. The experiences show that polygamy life is not easy even when Islam allows it. Polygamy which is often seen as a solution in fact creates bigger problem for the whole member of family.
However, it does not mean that the polygamy content in AyatAyat Cinta is polemic free from both sides. For the pro-polygamy side, the film is seen as a corruption of Islamic teaching since it features the bad impact of polygamy that is embedded in Islamic tradition. There is a concern about the impact of the film that will increase anti-polygamy 1 To match up the bride and groom-to be to know further their personality before marriage. Ta'aruf is differentiated with pacaran (dating) since the restricted man and woman relationship in ta'aruf.
among akhwat (gaulislam.com, 15/04/2010) . On the other hand, the contpolygamy side evaluated the film as legitimizing the polygamy based on man superiority over woman. However, the dispute on polygamy issue does not only involve Muslim, but also non-Muslim, as expressed in http://jephman.wordpress.com/2008/03/24/ayat-ayat-cinta/ in which they do not only judge polygamy as exclusively Islam's "bad habit", but also reflects it on their religious and ethnic tradition. What is more, the review about audience's response on polygamy issue also can be conducted intertextually since the comments are expressed through many creative ways, particularly comical manner as follows:
"The Real Ayat-Ayat Cinta" Regardless the polygamy issues, the comments from non-Muslim community are also expressed related to the basic principle and symbol Coptic Christian, Maria's religion, which is much exposed on Ayat-Ayat Cinta. In a way, it reveals the inaccuracy of the director and the novel author as the result of their ignorance of other faiths, but in another way it has been a media of interfaith dialogue to come to a better understanding.
What is more, besides providing valuable information regarded to the symbol and religious practice, Non-Muslim's comments reveal their anxiety related to their position as minority and violent stereotype of Muslim.
…"The film represented the infidel Maria, meanwhile her cross is bleeding "powerless". If the film represented the infidel Aisha… Latifah our church will be burnt out"…. To conclude, the religious film label is embedded in Ayat-Ayat Cinta even though the director did not mention it. In regard to audience's expectancy and religious sentiment, its label attracts people's comments, either supporting or opposing the film. However, we cannot simplify the discourse around the film as fully contradicted sides since there are multi layers of audience's interpretation in negotiating the meaning of AyatAyat Cinta. In a way, Ayat-Ayat Cinta gets the benefit from its label as a preaching film. State apparatus supports the film since it is hoped to be as a mean of nation morality correction. Religious sentiment provides more motifs to watch it beyond its entertainment motif. On the other hand, religious sentiment also provokes extra burden to Ayat-Ayat Cinta since some elements seen contrasted to its dakwah spirit: Performa (cast), performance (acting), softening tone of storyline, polygamy issue, and expression of religious faith and practices. However, the dispute brings into further religious and cultural dialog, either with non-Muslim or among Muslim community themselves.
Doa Cinta
Compared to Ayat-Ayat Cinta, 3 Doa 3 Cinta has less burden as religious film labeled even though it has similar background and Islamic message. Unlike Ayat-Ayat Cinta, people does not complain for "kissing scene" and "the openness" of 3 Doa 3 Cinta. Moreover, it turns to be an additional good point of the film as Sasono (old.rumahfilm.org/resensi/ resensi_3doa3cinta_2.htm) evaluated. By displaying "common issues" of Islam in daily life, the film does not depend on symbolic expression.
Fahri, a protagonist of Ayat-Ayat Cinta, is depicted as an Islamic university student who is "almost perfect" in performing the strict Islamic value in daily life, especially in gender based relationship. Unlike Fahri, in 3 Doa 3 Cinta, Huda, a future leader of pesantren, is described as a common young man with his curiosity to a sexy dangdut singer, Dona Satelit. Thus, the image of familiar Islam in 3 Doa 3 Cinta has loosened the segregation between "Islamic" and "un-islamic" emblem because Islam is perceived as embedded culture in daily life which has no significant difference with others. The script writer and the director, Nurman Hakim, has created the Latifah familiarization of Islam by forming a chronic, a compilation of three main characters' life stories. Their life difficulty is common problems which can happen to anyone regardless their religion, for example young man's introduction to the sex. Nevertheless, Sasono also pointed out the lack of dramatic tension as the side effect of the simplicity of the story. In addition, Kadir (2009) considered the "openness" and Nurman's simplicity by telling the story of pesantren "as it is" has been as a market strategy of film producer in exploiting the negative side of pesantren and a kind of "self-orientalism" by "seeing themselves through the eyes of someone else".
Unlike Kadir, Irwansyah (2009) views that "the openness" of 3 Doa 3 Cinta is driven by close connection of Nurman's life background with the subject matter, pesantren. Based on his superior understanding on pesantren, Nurman's main intention is to record pesantren's life, to depict reality, the bad and good side of pesantren. The result "We saw santri falls sleep, got erection in the morning, polygamy of kyai, and phenomena of homosexuality in pesantren." Nevertheless, the simplicity of Nurman's intention does not mean a "save way" to talk about religion community in regard to long history of New Order repression on religion topic in SARA.
2 In fact, in post-New Order era, the restriction of cinema censorship based on SARA code continues evidently limit media cultural expression as seen in censorship of 3Doa 3 Cinta. Even though 3 Doa 3 Cinta can be released with its "openness" manner in revealing pesantren life, the producer and director, Nan Achnas and Nurman Hakim, actually has complained about the censorship on the one of most significant part of the film:
2 The letters stand for Suku, Agama, Ras, Aliran. D avid Hill (2007, 45) writes that the code forbids broadcast of anything considered "seditious, insinuating, sensational, speculative, or likely to antagonist ethnic group, religious, racial or 'group' (class) tensions."
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"The censors didn't realize it was an important part of the dialogue structure since it has a powerful influence on one of the characters. The dialogue comes just after the opening scene where Kyai Wahab tells them quite the opposite." "Perhaps the censors did not watch the entire film, or perhaps they just don't understand film technique," Nan concluded. (The Jakarta Post, December 15, 2009) Though the film has many themes and purposes, the emphasis of the main theme about the contestation of Islamic ideology is shown in the first part of the film that censored. The story begins with some preachings
given by Kyai Wahab, a leader of the pesantren Al Hakim, where the santri are studying. Kyai Wahab says:
…It means "And the Jews will not be pleased with thee, nor will the Christians, till thou follow their creed." 3 But, it doesn't mean that we consider them as enemies. As long as they respect us and be kind to us, we should do the same."
In his preaching Kyai Wahab promotes respect and tolerance among religious adherents although he views the world from the perspectives we and they. By using three languages -Arabic, Javanese, and Indonesian -he localizes Islamic teaching, which is written in Arabic. In this way he comfortably speaks of universal religious values and fits them in with the Javanese value of harmony in life. His appearance also shows the characteristics of Indonesian Muslim attire. A contrast with Kyai Wahab's tolerance is shown in the appearance of the teacher of Sahid's militant Islamic group. The teacher's appearance is typically Middle Eastern: beard, gown, and turban. Conflict is also directly raised by the contrasts in the messages they preach 3 The complete verses in the Quran: And the Jews will not be pleased with thee, nor will the Christians, till thou follow their creed Say: Lo! the guidance of Allah (Himself) is Guidance. And if thou should follow their desires after the knowledge which hath come unto thee, then wouldst thou have from Allah no protecting friend nor helper. (Q.S. Albaqarah: 120). Latifah Israel and United States will always consider us as enemies. They will step their feet on us before we follow them. They've poisoned Moslems in many ways. They even kill Moslems in Palestine, Iraq, Afghanistan. That's why it's legitimate to (censor)… subhanallah.
Even though he speaks about the same text material as Kyai Wahab, his tone signifies that he is not on the same page. He highlights the conflicts of the world to raise the tension among religions. Furthermore, he uses religious sentiment to project hatred toward nation states, the United States and Israel, which are condemned for attacking Muslim countries, as a representation of Jewish and Christian powers. By looking at the other as a threat and enemy, he provokes hatred and legitimates violence against them as the way to defend his religion. Unlike Kyai Wahab, he only speaks in Indonesian and Arabic, not in Javanese. Thus, it can be interpreted that he is not originally from that area because it is more common in small areas of Java to speak in Javanese rather than in Indonesian, particularly in a public sermon. The director may use these techniques to contrast both of religious teachers referring the reality of ideology contestation.
However, the national censorship boards perhaps consider that the word "blood" should be omitted because it may provoke image of violence of Islam. Therefore, instead of delivering the message of peace, it can be concerned as a highlighter of misinterpretation of Islam image as a religion of war.
On the other hand, the "openness" in 3 Doa 3 Cinta is considered successfully in delivering the complex motif of "sincere submission to Islam" which is closely misunderstood as terrorism by global stereotyping. The typical of santri representated by Huda, Sahid, and Ryan is regarded as simplification of Islamic society realm by highlighting the contrast of one group compared to other groups and indifference to the fact that those groups are intertwined and dynamic in some ways. Thus, unlike Irwansyah, Kadir has a tendency to see that the characters are static; tramped in one category. Nevertheless, regarding to Huda's relationship with Dona Satelit, a dangdut singer, Kadir saw a borderless human desire between pesantren community and the world outside pesantren. This way, the grouping within Islam is applied more in term of religious teaching and practice rather than other humanity aspects. Furthermore, the intention of director to present the diversity of Muslim character can be interpreted as a highlighter of Latifah Muslim stereotyping.
Lastly, even though 3 Doa 3 Cinta carries the same baggage as
Islamic film as Ayat-Ayat Cinta, it has less missionary spirit in term of Islamic glorification and Islamic way of prescription. Through it openness and simplicity, 3 Doa 3 Cinta is more intended to represent the diversity of Muslim in Indonesia by the awareness of the gap between doctrine and practice. However, the representation of theology has been a problem regarding to the violence image of Muslim as seen by a censored scene depicting a radical interpretation of a preacher. It can be considered that there is an effective attempt from the government, represented by national board censor, to conceal a reality of violence which is driven by religion interpretation. Since people's response to the textual representation has been concerned as a trigger of more conflicts, the government has doubted about maturity of people's religiosity. In addition, looking at traumatic experiences of religious-based violence, mass media are demanded to be convinced that Muslim is modern, tolerant, and fit with modern concerns (Hefner 2005, 388) . Representation problem is also emerged by framing Muslim in particular types, such as radical, moderate, and proletariat, as depicted by the three main characters. On the other hand, as director intended, it can be interpreted as a representation of the plurality of Indonesian Muslim contrasting to single global image of Muslim which is dominated by Middle East figure as captured in AyatAyat Cinta. Furthermore, the characteristic of Indonesian Muslim with Javanese pesantren as its background is also revealed in Perempuan Berkalung Sorban.
Perempuan Berkalung Sorban
Compared to Ayat-Ayat Cinta and 3 Doa 3 Cinta, the representation of Perempuan Berkalung Sorban has attracted more public debate, even a constraint to boycott the film. Additionally, public dispute about the Reflected on the polarization of pro and cons of Perempuan Berkalung Sorban, Imanjaya (2009) 
Conclusion
The examination of audience's response on Ayat-Ayat Cinta, 3 Doa 3 Cinta, and Perempuan Berkalung Sorban illuminates the various impacts of Islamic film label embedded in their cinematic representation. On one hand, Islamic film can be a profitable trademark since it gives more reasons to attract audience more than entertainment motive. In addition, government with its religious politic project through its apparatus plays a significant role in supporting religious film as a part of construction of nation narration. On the other hand, government can be an obstacle for cinematic representation in the shadow of SARA policy. Furthermore, representation of religion analogue to religious teaching and practice creates religious film as media for religious dialogues between people, the DINIKA, Volume 1, Number 3, September -December 2016 Film as Media of Religious Dialogue 289 government, the faith communities, and film makers. The interaction and intertwines among of them formulates film as a medium of "articulation of cultural exchange around presentation of the self " as Hoover (2003: 15) stated.
